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Make the most of your iPad with the MAXCases Active Stylus. Just as handy as the Apple Pen, 
but easier on your budget, the Active Stylus lets users draw, write and doodle with ease. Palm 
rejection technology and tilt/bold functionality deliver accuracy and a natural feel for precise 
writing and drawing. Charges in just 30 minutes for less downtime, while the auto-
sleep automatically kicks in after five minutes to preserve battery life. Plus, it automatically 
connects with device, so no Bluetooth pairing is needed.  



Active Stylus for iPad
Budget-friendly iPad Productivity Tool

KEY FEATURES
Double click the top of the pen to turn on/o�

130mAh rechargeable battery for 10-12 hours
continuous working time

Automatic connection with the device, no Bluetooth pairing

Auto sleeps after 5 minutes to conserve battery

Palm rejection technology lets you rest your hand on
the screen while writing/drawing 

LED Lights display battery level

 

MAXCases Active Stylus Comparison Chart
MAXCases 

Active Stylus Apple Pencil 1 Apple Pencil 2 Logitech
Crayon

Compatible with all iPad Models from 2018 onwards

Multi device connect

Pressure sensitivity

Palm Rejection

Charging indicator

No pairing required

Line width variance by tilt angle

Pixel perfect precision
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Tilt and bold functionality enables precise angles
and line thicknesses

Charging time: 30 minutes

Magnetic adsorption function easily connects stylus
to the side of iPads with this feature

MC-STY-AC-WHT

DESIGNED FOR APPLE iPad

ACTIVE CAPACITIVE STYLUS/PEN FOR iPad


